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In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

My Dear Colleagues of NESPAK FAMILY

Assalam o Alaikum

I am earnestly thankful to Almighty Allah for giving me this unique opportunity to serve you, as a part of
the great NESPAK FAMILY, which is undoubtedly, the premier engineering community of Pakistan.

Carrying NESPAK as my dream organization right from my student days, as for other engineers too, I

have had the privilege of serving NESPAK earlier too, from 1984 to 1996. lt is indeed a matter of great

honor and pride for me to rejoin my own NESPAK FAMILY after a matter of about 22 years now.

NESPAK enjoys the status of an alma mater for me, where I obtained my professional grooming of the
highest standards during my formative years. Today, as NESPAK's Managing Director, I pledge to strive
for bringing excellence back to NESPAK with your sincere cooperation. ln order to accomplish this
formidable task, I have firm plans to attain the following minimum objectives ln Sha Allah, of course with
your participation and supportr

Gain professional excellence,both at national as well as international levels by creating
environment conducive to professional growth and interdisciplinary harmony

Enhance professional efficiency and ethics
Develop expertise in the emerging fields of engineering i.e. renewable energy, oil and gas,

industrial engineering, process engineering, software engineering
Carry out aggressive business development within Pakistan and overseas, so as to create job

security, good financial benefits and enhance professional pride

Make optimum utilization of human resources

lmprove quality of Proposals and subsequent deliverables
Take necessary steps for the long term welfare of the Nespak employees

ln order to achieve the above targets, we need to work together diligently, improve our work habits,

modifu existing policies (where required), enhance work efficiency and restore professional credibility,
which used to be the hallmark of NESPAK.

We all know, that NESPAK is a national asset, source of our livelihood and our pride, so we need to strive
hard for raising its respect, continued growth and uplifting its professional stature. Let us put all of our
efforts and energies together to make NESPAK a greater organization. I would welcome any suggestions

or ideas on your part or even some critical issues in your mind, which need to be addressed for
betterment of NESPAK, directly at my email: contactmdnespak@gmail.com, with confidentiality.

May Allah give us the strength and the much needed direction for making the NESPAK FAMILY a happy

and proud professional group; Aameen
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